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Orderly Audience Packs HUAC Film;
ueried At Midnight Tripod Session
By KONALD SPENCER
By JOHN CHATFIEkD
APRIL 27—"Operation Aboli"Operation Abolition," the
tion" speaker John Lautner
HUAC-sponsored film intended
*A as intensively questioned. toto retouch the white blotches
night about matters pertaining
in
the American's mental picto the HUAC and Communist
ture of the "Red threat," ensubversion in an exclusive,
countered a few mis-directed
post-film Tripod press conferpaper airplane.?, mild laughter,
ence that van well into the
and applause tonight in the
eaiiy morning.
packed Chemistry Auditorium
Among those participating in
where the film was shown.
the conference were Tripod
Mr'. John Lautner, former
editor George Will, staff memupper echelon Red, introduced
bers John Chatfield and Ronthe film with a forty minute
ald Spencer, Robert Miller,
discourse on Soviet Russia's
William Richardbon, and Dean
half-hidden thrust for world
Lacy.
dominance.
(Following is an account oX
He pointed out that Khrushthe main points discused by
chev preferred "brush fire"
Mr. Lautner. Every attempt is
wars to an all out Communist
made to objectively record the
drive, and afterwards la,uded
substance of the speaker's anKennedy for his proposed reswers, and direct quotations
evaluation of eur military staare inserted wherever possiture.
ble. \
Too Many Bombs
Question 1. What is your[
Disarmament, he said, is not
opnion of the John Birch So(he solution to the cold war.
ciety?
Rapid manufacture of bombs
would enable "local wars" to
Answer: Mr. Lautner admitevolve into, a third world
ted that he knew of the Society
strife. ' .
as an . anti-Communist group.
John Lautner, former Communist or- the completion of his talk. Mr: Lautner took
Following the scheduled portion of Mr. Lautner detailed his activities in the ComLikewise, he said that "beHe felt that Society president ganizer
in tliis country and presently speak- part in a brisk question-and-answer period
Lautner's discussion, the 10-year employee munist Party and the incidents which cause
is doing
Robert Welch had overstated ing in the
New England area on behalf of . following the showing of the film. (Photo by
of. the U.S. government participated in a prompted him to drop the Party. (Photo by nothing 'Khrushchev
to bring about peaceful
his case against Communism the. HUAC film "Operation Abolition," was Roberts)
.
lengthy news conference at the Tripod. He is Roberts)
co-existence as we know it, I
and he believed that such over- immediately surrounded by questioners after
here addressing Editor - George Will. Mr.
think we should keep our powstatement is detrimental to
der dry and greet the Soviet
"the true fighters" of the Red munistic.
Browther and Ford.
Unionv from a position of
menace. Mr.- Lautner did not V. Congressional Representa- VII. Drawing from your exstrength."
think a use of Communist tive James Roosevelt of Cali- perience as a Communist and
methods would be beneficial to fornia offered in 1959 a House from your work for HUAC,
He went on to express disour society and he stated that resolution to abolish HUAC. what do you believe is the exapproval of the- Red Premier's
the American people would not Because of this action do you tent of Communist infiltration
visit to this country, during
consider him a dupe, a fellow hi American colleges and tinistand for such a thing.
which, he said, "there was a
Camp David atmosphere built
II. Could the function of the traveler, a Communist, or a versities ?
on sand."
Mr. Lautner stated that
HUAC be adequately handled patriotic American w h o s e
by a branch of the executive views happen to differ. with during the years that he was
SANE Rapped
a Communist, he knew of feldepartment such as the FBI? those of the Committee?
He
cited
examples of Comjust cannot
classify as humani- The story behind the New dividuals who were supporters munist infiltration, including
AnS: Mr. Lautner stated that Ans: Mr. Lautner answered low Party members, at "HarBy WENDELL GUY
1
•
. . ' , ' . ' York .demonstration is inter- of civil disobedience.
Just about a tarian. ."•.
the FBI is an investigative and that he did not think any of vard, Columbia, and other uni- APRIL 28
penetration of the New York"
esting as it grew out of weeks Details of their plan were chapter of SANE (Committee
not an evaluation body. A
classifications could be versities.". When pressed, the j year , ago a group of civilians He continued, "none of us
organized..
Police
and
newspaj n _j ! speaker refused to mention arijin " ths Mew,
expect that the abolition . of j of plannings by a.,group of
group like HUAC is necessary
orr Sane Nuclear Policy) by
to evaluate information con- stead he saw the Congressman | exact number of currently held their first
pro- Civil Defense as a part of war original resisters who decided pers were given lorewarnihgs Reds, and the Juring of young
cerning subversion and to sug- as someone "out for himself" Communist professors "because test against Civil Detense drills preparation will secure peace publicly should be. given their of what to expect. Transporta- college graduates into the Parinvolving a significant number or freedom. A moral commit- project in an attempt to enlist tion was even arranged for ty and eventually distributing
gest remedial legislation, h e and with eyes toward some I would be guessing."
ment to peace and freedom, more support from the general participants.
of demonstrators.
further noted.
Vni.
Do
you
believe
that
thenl into factories and labor
day being elected to the SenIn all, approximately 2,000 backed by fundamental eco- public.
P l a n s for demonstrations, unions.
Reinhold
Niebuhr,
one
time
III Should HUAC act on in- ate. H e felt that the Roosevelt
avowed Marxist arid candidate students and adults took part nomic and political reform will A group of mothers joined were also made among the San Franscisco was chosen
ternal groups such as the i movement for abolition was on the American Labor Party in this protest. Some 500 dem- be needed for that."
these original protesters thus cities' college students. Three for HUAC probes, he said, beI
done
to
"accommodate"
the
American Nazi Party?
ticket (a party Mr. Lautner onstrators gathered in City In New York state" those forming the Civil Defense Pro- hundred students refused to cause that area was fraught
some
65,000
"communist
votAns: Mr. Lautner pointed out
had earlier called "Commu- Hall Park during the. Civil De- who refuse to take part in CD test Committee. The committee take shelter at City College. with Communist aotivity. He
that the American Nazi Party, ers in California who might nist"), is dangerous? Do you fense Day drill on May 3, 1960, drills risk a $500 fine plus a distributed literature and made Although threatened with ex- mentioned
Khrushchev's comwith its membership of "four- support him politically."
phone calls thus locating m- pulsion participants only re- paratively warm g r e e t i n g
think that there can be a Marx- refusing to take part in the year in jail.
teen or fifteen," constituted VI. Did you ever work in ist who is nof dangerous to this drill. .
ceived notice that their act had there in 1959.
little or not threat to our se- subversive activities, such as nation?
been put on their records.
Concluding, he said, "Tht
curity, and that "honoring" were purportedly shown in the • Ans: Mr. Lautner did' riot be- In like fashion today the
The president of. the college film speaks for itself."
Wesleyan-Middletown
Disarmthem with an investigation f o m tonight, when you were lieve that Niebuhr was dangerclaimed the group had been
ament Association staged a
Oh Yeah?
would only benefit them with a party member?
led by Communist sympathizous, and he felt that "evolu- civil defense protest in front
Wild applause hailed the
increased publicity.
ers.
Ans: Mr. Lautner reported tionary Socialists" are not dan- of the Old State House. Today j
film in its opening seconds,
IV. Why did you join the j that he had worked in subver- gerous, although revolutionary is National Civil Defense Day.
At Brooklyn College several when the capitol came into foCommunists
are.
Communist Party?
j sive activities, an named as an
of the 150 demonstrators were cus. But HUAC head Francis
'CD Deceptive'
Ans: Mr. Lautner pointed j example his efforts in the 1940 IX. Does not the HUAC viosuspended for a week. The
appearance on the
upon any dissent as obstruc- college newspaper was not al- Walter's
By THOMAS JQNES
out that when he became a I Presidential primaries in West late the basic 'American pre- Dave Parker, a Wesleyan
screen was met only with restParty member in 1929, the na-1 Virginia. He noted that al- cept that a man is: innocent student, was quoted in the 'APRIL 21 —The formation tionism.
lowed to print pictures of the less grunts when' it was ac*
Wesleyan Argus as saying,
depression, | though there were only 500 until proven guilty?
tion was in
of an organization dedicated to Almost two-thirds of the of- event. Approximately 500 high compajiied neither by sound
"CD
'is
deceptive
in
honestly
Ans:
Mr.
Lautner
did
not
feel
"respectable "financiers were Party members in W. VA., he that basic American rights are proclaiming an intent' to save strive for. necessary reform ficial policy of the organiza- school students found ways of nor sub-titles. This reporter
tion has been passed by the protesting their forced partici- heard a voice in the darkness:
.lumping out of windows," and, was able by means of misrepviolated, and he pointed lives while actually contribut- within the National Student j National Executive Committee pation in the drills.
With Hitler still "small pota- resentation, to get 11,000 sig- being
"Apparently the film doesn't
ing to the momentum of the Association was announced to- j of thirty-five.
toes," Germany appeared on natures on a petition support- out that any witness may sue
speak for itself." Moments latOn
the
day
of
the
event
500
(Continued' On Page 2)
drive toward a war which we day by Kay Wonderlic, Vice A recent case which demonthe" verge of becoming Com- ing the Communist ticket of
people gathered in the City er ihe sound track was added.
President of the Northwestern strates the corruption existent Hall Park just before the si- The show featured spasmodStudent Senate and head of the in this group, Miss Wonderlic rens were'scheduled to go off. ic audience participation, first
new non-partisan group, known said, was the NSA sponsored Policeman attempts to "gent-(when Walters labored through
as "Students. Committed to Washington Conference o a ly" remove the crowd to no I 'nis: opening remarks. Dean
Accurate National Representa- Youth Service Abroad.
avail. Chief Civil Defense Of- Lacy sped to -the balcony to
tion."
The student delegates were ficer Hearn spoke to the group quell oral rioting there, and
Miss Wonderlic stated the ^ i t e d for the purpose of ex- over a loudspeaker and finally the audience settled back to
threatened to arrest all 500. watch Archie Brown and antiSCANR aim as that of giving!! ™ «« critically
criticall the
th Peace
P
Corps,
but
upon
arrival,
they The police arrested 25 of the Archie cops who ushered him
more "accurate and fair representation" to 1,200,000 college found that the conference had group, many of whom had off-stage.
members whom the NSA been planned with the singular been organizers in previous The remainder of the film
purpose of praising the Corps. demonstrators.
(Continued On Page 2)
claims as members.
Senate President Arthur'McNulty, in a recent reply to a
letter from Miss Wonderlic, has
promised the support of Trinitv College, a NSA member, in
her campaign for reforms.
MaeMillan Slumped
He pointed out that Roger
MaeMillan, 'while attending the
Presidents' Conference, of the) Within the year the King of
Work Published
'49, '50, and '51, advancing
NSA last year, fruitlessly pre-j Sweden will award Dr Wil- Union Theological Seminary from
D to AA ball.
sented for discussion many of j l i a m A . J o h n s o n t h e S w e d l s h 'Columbia) awarded Johnson
the same points now advocated Doctorate of Theology at Lund a Ph. D.. in 1959 for The Reli- Dr. Johnson's boxing career
came to an abrupt end when in
by the SCANR.
Cathedral in Sweden.
gious Apriori, a study in the 1949, as. an entry in the GoldCiting Jhat. gross misrepre- Dr. Johnson's career has in- thought of Nygreri and Schli- en Gloves, he was beaten by
tion exists in the NSA, Miss cluded the attainment of Teo- erermacher, which will be pub- a "light-heavy with four arms."
Wonderlic stated that in the logie Kandidate (Master equiv- lished shortly.
Ill-Fated Voyage
preamble to its constitution alent) in 1957 and Teologie His other degrees include an In August of 1956, Dr. Johnthe group claimed itself.to be Licentiate (P.H.D. equivalent) M.A. from Columbia (19581, son sailed for Sweden, he as a
representative of all American in 1958 and the completion of a B.A. from Queens College crew member, his wife'and one
sludents even though it is not) bis major work, Theology of (1952), and a B.D. from Drew month old daughter,. - Karen
able to boast of having more Horace Bushnell to be publish- Theological Seminary (1956). Ruth • ,as passengers' on the
than a third of the total num- ed by the Swedish State.
He is also an ordaineo. "Stockholm."
-.-...
While most Vemon Street houses are only 20 to 30 feet ber as members.
. Hoarce Bushnell was a the- Methodist minister.
At about--11:30 p.m. he' was
APRIL 27-Theta Xi *od|y announ^d ^ f ^ a ^ ^ ifrom the pavement, the TX edifice will have 100 feet of front
olegian of the "Social gospel"
Large Library
preparing.- for bed, talking to
'footage. Entrance is gained by a. long stone walk which passes . It is impossible, she contin- in the Hartford area. Dr: John- Dr. Johnson's
Bton-rcsidential Iraternity house, n<m~
1
private collec- his roommate, a youth from
ued, for anyone with a minorover
the
sunken
patio
via
a
bridge
to
the
second
floor.
by September, 1962.
all-glass front in the Frank 1
ity viewpoint concerning any son's study of Bushnell has tion of 4,000-5,000 books in ten Gotenberg, Sweden, who was
No RoomingThf Structure will f s a t u r % a " h of t h e four wall area domsubject
to be heard since min- been done specifically for the languages includes Soren Kier- lying in his berth at the forLloyd Wright mode of design. Each of the IOUI <x
' Following recent trends, this house.will make no provision ority reports are not published Swedish prize.
kegaard's Journal in- 20 vol- ward, end of their room in the
toatcci by clear columns.
Vernon St,, iust east of! for living quarters. President William Richardson says that; with "official policy state- Every year these awards umes in the original Danish, bow of the-ship.
;
The house is to be located at '6 \ ?^% a ' d u ' p i e x frame; TX has no plans for rooming in North Campus-as a group, j ments'' and the: minutes of (Theologie D o k t o r s ) are one of the four. copies in the Suddenly, roommate and bed
Richardson also announced that the: building will be partly j NSA meetings are unobtain- awarded at the University of country. He reads Hebrew. "just disappeared," as the
Sigma Xu. This site is P » ' f ^ V It fs Scheduled for razing: financed
from the local treasury. A fund drive is' also slated;
Lund. Presentation is accom-; Greek, Latin, Swedish, Nor- heavy bow of the-'Stockholm
.
:
apartment house, owned b\ i-v. J-L
, to begin soon. The actual cost of construction has not been! able.
panied by celebration in the wegian, Danish, G e r m a n , ripped through the side of the
M)1
'Blatant Assumptions'
"'°'
gO jror Grub
town of Lund.
French. Spanish, and English. ill-fated Andrea Doria. The
failed to comment' on the possible fate! of NSA proceedings, she-said, are Presentation will probably Outside of his scholarly Andrea Doria, celebrating her
below
foot panes of glass during party week-ends. arranged before-hand by ajbe made next spring. It is achievements, Dr. Johnson also maiden voyage sank to the botor-o Ttece sunken V u o which is
Final revisions of the blueprints have been completed by ismall group of pfficials who not known at present if Dr. played baseball in the New tom. Dr. Johnson escaped with
i,
™nnnr1
floor
'
grou
located on the secona i
.j
Salk of the Salk and Domian firm of Worcester, often make "blatant and ill- Johnson will be able to attend. York' Giant farm system. a brain concussion.
are
6
room and
ll toot vwue f"
ei?l)l
-;conceived assumptions regard- This ••'•will-be his third and Drafted out of high school, he All this has been done in 23
Mass., has designed several fraternity houses in the New
l . ~ doors "ive access to an «2t
land area. Contracts for actual construction have not been let. mg an issue" and who lookmost honored doctorate.
played for three summers, years.
area 'ins nut oter the patio and is co\eieu uy
>
sioa of the roof.

Demonstrators Rap
Civil Defense Spring Rites

New Body Seeks
NSA Revamping

Theta Xi Announces Plans For New Modern Home

King Of Sweden To Give
Johnson Theo. Doctorate
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Foreign
Perspective

;et from one to the other?
I kin then be guilty of being association again in use. "The
Cross and the Flag, and . . .
Later on in the diatribe, I anti-illegitimate children? '
*1
by HIN-SEAK LENG
Kowalski Backs Lesley refers to the HUAC, In the next section labelled Defender . . : frequently carPublished weekly and more often when necessary throughout the
acadumic year by the students of Trinity College. Student subscriptions
. . the House Committee is 'Anti-J?emdcracy itself,' the au- ried Committee material and
Included in tuition lee; others, 56.00 per year elteetive September I960.
Tripod
Editorial
hate
group itself." This is thor immediately becomes a articles by Committee mem- This past week the headlines may be unable to stand against <
Second class postage paid at Hartford, Connecticut, under the act o£
lis
thesis,
however in order to psychologist, in an attempt to bers." This is like saying that were dominated by Cuba until the tide of Africa nationali/an
March 3. 1879. The columns oi THE TBINITX TB.IP0D are at all times To we Editor: . .
'
open to undergraduates, alumni faculty and others for the discussion 1
wove his thesis, does he here associate the HUAC with a /'The Hartford Times" has on four upstart French generals in the sixties.
of matters of interest to Trinity students. Notice of change of address,
I have read, with great in- ssume his thesis in a very
occasion carried the texts of thought that General De Gaulle;
Santa Maria
must be received two weeks in advance.
terest the special article and :ood example of c i r c u l a r particular m e n t a l condition Krushchev's speeches, but is should, go. Previously it was;
Office telephones: JA 7-3153, ext. 252- CH 6-1829
the editorial in the April 17 proof? ". . . we find not merely known as " . . . a hallucinatory the "Times" implied to be an the Congo and then Laos and, Opposition to his dictatorial
issue of the Trinity Tripod y that the Committee, has had persecution complex'. .»-".in< organ of the USSR or vice quite dramatically, Major Ga- regime starting with the abortive seizure of the Santa Maria
EXKCBl'IVE BOARD
which you were kind enough :lose and continuous links with distinguishable from /. . , para- versa?
garin. When the American last January is slowly mountEditor-in-ChM
to send me.
noia"
Is
Wesley
competent
to
George F. Will "62
The rest of this section de- press decides riot to publicize
hem. (hate groups) throughout
Mfliiagins Editor
No thinking American can its 23 years of existence." The make such a diagnosis? Be- generates into a vicious attack. further the Administration's ing and will certainly increases
Daniel Cotta '63
.
no matter how he handles the
Sports Editor
. News Editor
Feature Editor quarrel with opposition to -the author is attempting to mis- cause, according to Wesley's About the time one arrives at shortsightedness in the Cuban
Stephen Ferrault '63
William F. Niles '63
Wendell Guy '62 use of hate as a policy and lead and undoubtedly will mis- diagnosis of hate groups and this section of the paper, the. fiasco, Castro will, at least mo- Angola issue.
NEWS STAFi'
your editorial makes several lead many readers with the their mental condition, are all point conspicuous by its ab- mentarily, move to the inside If he succeeds in putting
.Richard Bioomstein '64 (photography), Malcolm Campbell '64" John
down the Angolese who arc
:trong- points in this regard. implication (as yet unproved) people who support the HUAC sence is the role of the HUAC my,
Chatfield '64, Douglas Craig '64, John Heldt '64 (Photography),
h
P t s e
Thomas Jones '64, Edward Roberts '64 (photography), Myron RosenAs to the General Walker that the HUAC works with the inflicted with this condition? in dealing with communism. pages. Then perhaps Portugese fighting for some semblance
that '64, Ronald Spencer '64, Shepard Spink '62 Peter Stanley '63 incident, which you mention
of justice and equality, ha
hate groups as an ally. This is It is a sorry state of affairs Mr. W.esley does not deal with Angola will demand our atten- stands to be condemned by th«
(art), Kirby Talley '63, Charles Todd '64, Keith Watson '64, Henry
In your letter, the Army is to false!
tion
before
long.
This
eventuWhitney '63, John Wittierington '64.
•
the
communist
issue
at
all.
If
when one no longer states that
world for such atrocities.
SPOETS STATF
be commended for moving imsuch and such is wrong and I Mr. Wesley's pamphlet wished ality is a matter of time.
William Barnes '64, Thomas Bundy '62 Joseph -MsirUre. '64, Andy
While he may be immune to
Truth
Not
True
Miller '62, Donald Papa '62, Frederick Pryor '62, Scott Eeynolds '63, mediately to suspend him
am right, hut rather states to give a thoroughness to his Troubles in the Portugese such condemnation, as he ha*
Frank Sears '62.
from duty pending investiga- The truth is stated by the that such and such is a symp- report, he would have included African territory of nAngola
a a
broke out into the °Pe .S ™; consistently proved himself to
author, however, he has imBUSINESS BOAKD
tion.
section dealing With commu- two-weeks ago. "Terrorists
Business 3la,aaser
•'
differently than the truth. tom of paranoia and I am sane. anism;
be, it will nevertheless wake '1
Barnett Lipkind '62
I- have my reservations, plied
perhaps he did in a very
Advertising Manaeer
Circulation Manager however, about the fact that The HUAC does and has had This is not argument, this is oblique manner refer to. the were reported to have killed 13 him up to the political realiEuropeans
in
the
area
of
Ucua.
Thomas Fraser '63
' Marshall Blwne '63
the investigation will be con- continuous links with h a t e demagoguery of the extreme investigation of communism, There were consistent "terror- ties of this decade.
BUSINESS STAFF
Eichard Bernstein '63, Tom Boyd '62, f John Moeling '64, Leland ducted by General B r u c e groups—this is obvious, for its type.he referred to Rep. Cof- ists" raids and killings in the J On the other hand, if he |
is to investigate them The author continues his at- When
Moyer '63 David Pyle, Kenneth Wiltsek 64.
Clarke, who as theater com- purpose
fee's statement that the HUAC north. The exact information Eails, his power and influence I
and
an
investigation
of
a
hate
mander must bear some of the group would necessarily mean tack and accuses the HUAC of
very critical of any was unobtainable due to strict in Portugal will undoubtedly -.
responsibility for the actions having "close links" with that being "anti-radical." S i n c e irganiZation which seems to Portugese censorship of news dwindle. This eventuality may -encourage the Army which' it '%
and policies of General Walk- ;roup. An analogy would be to when is anti-radicalism a crime oppose fascism." The Commu- coming out of Angola.
er. It would have been more ay that the Jews of Europe that one can be accused of it? nist Party is the major foe oi These incidents have caused in a state of unrest. The civtti- f
appropriate for the investiga- had continuous links with Hit- HUAC is "anti - leadership" 'fascism,' this being ' perhaps a cabinet reshuffle in Lisbon an population is also clamor*
tion to be assigned to a civilian ler, for this is true; however Whatever that means; they are the only consistency of the to ensure a *tighter control b3' ing for freedom of the press
True to the Tripod tradition of bi-partisan report- in
and speech which have long -5t
the Department .of the
"anti-liberal." There is more, party line.
Dr. S&lazar. He has taken over been denied them.
'1
ing, we feel constrained to bring the following infor- Army, perhaps an Assistant this, analogy does not state just the
HUAC is "anti-intellectual,
the Defense Ministry from
What the relationship was; we
Voluntary Blacklist
mation to the attention of thpse who enjoyed the Secretary.
Down-Graded
s
all know what that relationship anti-Negro, anti-alien, a n t i- Wesley, in the section en- General Julio Mdniz who had
HUAC film.
Yours sincerely,
was between Hitler and the Semitic, and anti-democracy it- titled "Political Pall" seems often advocated a change of Externally the Portugese i
••' Frank Kowalski
Students with $100 (that's the tuition, son). can
Jews; now compare the anal- self." This I imagine about not to have recognized that policy. Besides "other appropri- government has already suf-* 1
~''. Member of Congress ogy with the statement by covers everything, except that there was shown to be Commu- ate measures were, taken by fered a set-back when the" "
migrate south to Briarcliff Manor, for a three-day (Note:
The Walker case
Wesley forgot to say that the nist influence in Hollywood. Dr. Salazar so that he could question of Angola was tabled «
"Freedom Forum" May 9 1 at the King's College. If mentioned herein involves the WesIey-T-both are true in so far HUAC
is anti-gypsy moth and The blacklist was drawn up by handle the situation in Angola at the Security Council meet- _-|
as
they
go,
but
they
do
not
you think this is kind of expensive for patriotic pa- American General command- five the true picture.
anti-left-handed baseball bats. the movie producers who were himself. ,
ing early' this year. The de- " |
blum, let us cite just one example of the kind of talent ing in Europe who had been
bates that resulted have reveal- 3
under
no
obligation
to
hire
'Atmosphere
of
War'
Serious
Vein
charged with using military Wesley now accu'ses the
ed Portugal's despicable hand- ~*
that will be performing.
'
Communist
writers,
as
indeed
The
utterance
of
the
newly
apa serious
vein, Wesley has
to indoctrinate his HUAC of the horrendous crime In ectec
ing of Angola and further £
to
The advertising flyer we got from the Forum facilities
mention that the they are under no obligation to pointed military governor of down-graded her in the eyes of. I
troops with the teachings of of having ". ... a fanatical de- 5fTfi t
hire
any
writers
at
all
if
they
Lisbon,
General
Antonio
Cabrisays:
the John Birch Society. Repre- votion to the status quo, or HUAG is anti-hate g r o u p ,
^
ta, that Portugal "is in an at- the world.
'Author of two books, I Was a Slave in Soviet sentative Kowalski on the floor more specifically to its ex- which includes the Commu- see fit.
mosphere
of
war
which
deAlthough
The
resolution
sponJ
After a somewhat vague
Hussia and I Pound God in Soviet Russia, John Noble, of the House called for the treme form, the c o r p o r a t e nists. (I am assuming, of discussion
ot the KKK, Wesley mands sacrifice, even to giv- sored by Ceylon, Liberia and ;J
Court Martial of the General state." This is non-sequitor. course, that i Wesley assumes
will tell of his seven years ordeal . . . "
comes
rapidly
to his conclusion ing up one's life—-" is indica- the United Arab Republic fail- £
the
Communits
to
be
included
does Wesley believe the
We wish whoever attends would bring us back the should investigation reveai the How
corporate state to be an "ex- in hate groups; he doesn't spe- that "The Comimttee is dan- tive of the seriousness and ur- ed to pass the Council, Portu- 1
charges
to
be
sound.
In
our
answer to one question. If Mr Noble really^ did find letter enclosed with the Tripod treme form" of the "status cifically state that they are, ;erpus . . . because it gives a gency of the problem in Ango- gal cannot afford to ignore the f
God in Russia, is it not the case that currently-in-ef- we commended his stand.) quo?" (If this were an import- however, I will stretch the false and unfair advantage to la'-Other supporting evidences fact that even the United 3
States is opposing her in this f
error over truth by providing
f ect immigration legislation (much of which has been
ant point, a competent author point for him.)
Would have devoted some ener- Wesley becomes more vague. it an official forum and trans- are the recent establishment case. Not a single vote was i
backed by the HUAC) would prevent Him from get
"This is a of the Lisbon-Luanda (Ango- cast against' the resolution, Jn» J
gy in an attempt to show how He says of the committee and mission-belt
ting back to America (of course His rightful home)
Letter
Attacks
hate
group
that
should
be sum la) airlift, the requisitioning of dieating once again that Por- 3
of
its
relationships
with
hate
they
are
related.)
One final concern of ours: just what is the rela
marily
eliminated."
This
is an two liners as troopships and tugal is fighting a losing causa %
groups,
".
.
.
leaves
no
doubt
as
Now Wesley lunges into the
tionship the noble Noble is trying show between "being
anti-HUAC
statement,
-and
we the arrival of troops and ma- If a second Congo is to b« -J
to
its
place."
What
does
this
a slave" and "finding God" (in Russia, of course). Mr. David Wesley's attack upon the hate groups, mean? He goes on,
the all know what an anti-feeling terials from Goa and Lisbon. avoided, then the world anr jf
which is commendable; howIt therefore appears that the especially the western nation -.
he stumbles short of his Committee owes its existence can turn into, don't we?
anachronistic
Salazer who has must persuade Portugal f
Anti HUAC Article ever
entirely
to
these
forces
Chate
George
B.
Odium
excellent beginning with the
run
things
his
own way is de- mend her ways in Angola. Pe
groups).
Again,
this
is
true.
word "Thirdly" and then settermined to quell the disturb- haps a peaceful transition fa
To the Editor:
tles for another method of de- The function of the HUAC is
ances in Angola by force. The Angola is already beyond hopeHoover Report Congo
Regarding your latest issui fining by use of common lan- to investigate un - American
crisis may be repeated but continued maltreatment of _Z
groups
and
their
activities
—
of the Tripod, I wish to pro- guage the so-called, h a t e thus the HUAC exists just to
here
and
Angola, before the the Angolese will only intensi-"!
Cited By Bush crisis is over,
(The following ediiorial appeared in the April 27 test such a decline to dema- groups. Evidently, the hate fulfill its stated function, and
may quite possi- fy bitterness and.hatred. Sal
goguery as evidenced by the groups can be lumped together in this regard it does "owe its To the Editor:
New York Post. It was specifically concerned with the re-publication
bly prove to be the "David" zar must be brought to realize
of a somewhat by use of common language, existence entirely to t h e s e
that the friendship of the em- d
Thank you for your recent for "Goliath" Salazer.
massive civil defense games to be held the next day. illiberal and biased pamphlet even if someone sounds like a
It is particularly pertinent in connection with the story which radically attacks the hate-monger, he is vis-a-vis a forces." Without un-American letter; calling my attention to To add to his paradoxes, Sa- erging nations of Africa is i
groups, there would be no the editorial in the April 17, lazar may discover that while more important to the western .j
in this Tripod which was assigned before the Post HUAC.
hate-monger. This is very dan- HUAC—this is elementary.
:
1961 issue of the Trinity Tri- he is able to move against the world than his fossilized restatement.)
Mr. Wesley has made an ir- gerous ground to tread upon, ; In the section entitled "Fifth pod, dealing with the House time for the last 28 years, he
gime.
because
if
one
applied
this
The Office of Civil Defense began its eighth na rational and illiberal attack
Column Staffer,' we see the Un-American Activities Comtionwide game of hide-and-seek yesterday; tomorrow, upon the HUAC, an organ oJ principle to Wesley and com- use of the guilt by association mittee.
his attack on the HUAC echnique. Wesley also, uses
unless the game is called on account of enemy missiles, the U.S. Congress, withou pared
his statements, but with that of the attack on the emotional terminology, which I recommend to you and
New Yorkers will be invited to join the fun and games. proving
his smear by the HUAC by the Comunist party, he has left -undefined. Such un- your editorial staff for seriott
Did we say invited? When the sirens go. off at achieving
uses o i such devices as guilt one could by Wesley's own def- defined adjectives as, 'rabble- study the enclosed document
by J. Edgar Hoover of the
4 p.m., there will be a command to walk, run, duck or by association, the use of ram- inition call him a Communist—
"fascist" were used: Federal Bureau of Investiga- (Continued From Page 1) in anti-Communist agitation
prepare to be pushed into shelter areas which, under pant emotionalism, the argu- this is a double-edged sword. rouser,"
Stanley'Hoffman, in his study tion entiteled- Communist Tar- the Committee if he thinks he and subversion.
'Sketchy' Evidence
Armageddon conditions, would become tombs for near- mentum ad ignorantium and
"Le Mouvement Poujade," re- ret-Youth. It deals at length has been- unfairly treated.
XI. How do you feel about t
ly all present. Grown men with special insignia will several others of undoubtedly Rep. John E. Rankin is ac- jects the use of the term fas- with
the riots which occurred X What is your feeling
dash hither and yon, barking orders,, putting out his now ninvention. Much oi cused of using the expression cist as having no real meaning in San
the
"Peace Corps"?
1
Francisco
on
May
about instituting courses about
make-believe fires, rescuing pretend-victims and in his work is non-sequitor, e.g. 'kike' as- an epithet when dis- except as an emotional term. 12-14, 1960. In justice to your Communism ^ in the public Ans: (The following is th* %
he calls the HUAC ". . .exclu- cussing Walter Winchell; Rangeneral defying reality. "
•
readers, you might consider schools, in place of certain only coment Mr. Lautner made -s
Guilt .by Association
sively anti, and sooner or later, kin is therefore a racist, fasAs on previous occasions, groups of students and this fanatical anti-ism becomes cist,
printing the entire FBI report courses such as "Texas His- on the question and it is pre- I
As
for
the
charge
of
guilt
by
hate-monger, anti-semitic,
tory" which now exist?
adults who view nuclear bombs as the ultimate mad- involved in one degree or an- etc., etc. This is very sketchy association, we look at Wes- in the Tripod.'
sented in quotation form as 4
ness and refuse to pretend that these maneuvers have other in ideological genocide— to convict a man on such a iey's discussion pertaining to With kind regards.
Ans: Mr. Lautner thought approved by the speaker.) "X 5
that such courses "would be a
any serious connection with survival, will hold protest racial elimination in theory if thing as this. To use an anal- the hiring of Edward Sullivan
Sincerely .yours,
the chief committee investihelp." At the same . time he think it is a good idea, If we |
meetings in public places. Some will be arrested, lec- not in practice." From "anti ogy had Rankin referred- to as
PresoottBush voiced
gator.
He
had
spoken
".
.
.
at
approval of Senator sent the right personel, and if J
everything"
to
"racial
eliminaWinchell
as
a
"bastard,"
also
tured by well-meaning judges on the importance of
, "
U.S.S. Thomas Dodd's (D. Conn.) they are _ equal to meeting J
an Asheville, N.C., convocation
tion"
in
one
line!
How
does
h
<
a
crude
expression,
would
Ranobeying the law, and-a few will be jailed.
of the Nan-Fascist fifth colplan for a "Freedom Acad- Communist agents in the vari- 8
We cannnoi) in good conscience urge anyone to
umn in America—attended by
emy" to train young Americans ous countries."
'%
Stand
Praised
break the law. Neither, however, can we offer any
such, leaders of the movement
as
.
.
."
etc.—immediately
he,
To the Editor:
deceitful apologia for these strange games. Those who
according to Wesley's implica- I have seen a copy of the
want to participate in such exercises in self-delusion |
tion, is a Nazi or Fascist, an April 17 Tripod and I wish to
should be permitted to do so. But this should be an
the HUAC had deal- extend congratulations to you
individual matter rather than a forced march. There (Continued From Page 1) that Commie organizers were because
ings with him, the implication for taking such a firm stand on
was
pock-marked
with
laughplanning
"months
in
advance.'
may be those who genuinely believe that wasteland will ter, verbal protests, and occais carried further. (This is
It is encouraging to j
Will insisted that the hearings amazing because it is guilt b HUAC.
truly represent the survival of the fitest. We wish sional
me and to other students here,
bursts of allegedly sinthem well, but we,question whether sane men should cere applause (the type that had only been a n n o u n c e d association once r e m o v e d " to know that college students
much like the man who shoo' across the country are "fightbe conscripted for their rehearsals.
flatters John Wayne when he weeks before.
swoops into the scene to botch Moments before the pro- hands with the man who shoot ing the good fight."
etc.
up a well planned murder). gram, Medusaite Roger Mac- hands with
Linda K. Neuber
In the section entitled 'Hate
Grinnell
College
Millan remarked, "I haven't Underworld,' w e see ,guilt by
Questioning Heavy
Grinnell, Iowa
seen
it
so
crowded
since
the
' Following the movie Lautner
* INDIA MADRAS JACKETS
was shelled with questions.
Psi U-Medusa trial."
Answering
a
query
'about
The Tripod is delighted to report' this week that late Wisconsin Senator Joseph
. 'Red' on ex-Bed
* INDIA MADRAS BERMUDA SHORTS
another fraternity (Theta Xi) is going to construct a McCarthy, he said, "I liked Demure Gordon R a lii s e y
new house. This is the second such announcement him personally, but not politi- told a. Tripod man that ex•*'.POPLIN BERMUDA SHORTS
made this year (Alpha Delta Phi several months ago c a l l y . " He mentioned the Red Lautner failed to arouse
Army-McCarthy hearings.
his patriotism. "He couldn't
revealed their future building plans).
Our greatest pleasure conies from the knowledge To one question he replied, convince me to buy w a r
* POPLIN SUITS
(UPS)—The faculty of Am- doing about the same or Worse
that the "fraternity house gap" is being closed and "I am not afraid that Congress 1bonds," he said.
will
limit
my
'freedom.
I
am
herst
has
unanimously
voted
Trinity is taking the lead in this closing. We really afraid that communism will." Mike Hill, commenting on to end the under-achiever pro- than they had done before.
the film, said that the students
"This does not mean the fac- * TOPSIDER SNEAKERS
have the jump on the "little three" this time!
were, in his opinion, well-man- gram. This program designat- ulty have lost interest in the
Red Stain
But the TX house plans do disturb us in oneway.
nered but that the scoffing at ed a mandatory leave of abof students whose
The modernistic design (Neo-Nabisco. Box" school, we He stressed that the strength the injured cop in the movie sence for those considered to problem
academic performances have * CORD JACKETS
of
the
Communists
lay
not
in
are told) calls for a great deal of glass area. Where their number but in their prow- shocked him, "But I guess it's be working below their aca- failed to match their ability,
will the "spook room" go? We hope the TX brothers ess in staining non-Communist natural to dump on cops," he demic ability.
nor does it mean that the fac- * BRITISH POLO SHIRTS
Nomination
of students ulty favors the presence of
have plans to preserve this essential sanctity.
organizations with their influ- said.
considered to be under-achiev- such individuals on the campence.
Before the program dubious ers has Sharply declined. In us, announced an Amherst * POPLIN TROUSERS
One San Francisco student gentlemen and Yale students 1958-1959
of 28 faculty member. It does mean
spoke bluntly against the mov- were turned away at the door, sophomorestheandnames
23 juniors that the faculty reels there are
ie, concluding his denunciation including one wayfarer who Were suggested as possible
unways of approaching * MADRAS SWIM TRUNKS
of its alleged fraudulence with claimed he traveled with the der - achievers. Several sopho- better
this problem than the one used
"What am I to conclude but film. Dean Lacy asked him mores and five juniors Were at Amherst, since the fall of
that this is a bald-faced lie?" why he hadn't gone through required to take a year's ab- 1958."
Dr. Nathaniel Preston, gov- college channels and the man sence.
ernment professor, lashed at replied
he'd never had to Last year the number of
fhe film's "distortion,'" citing do it that
before. "You've never nominations of possible underClothier
Furnisher
two places where it was inten- been
here before," said Lacy, achievers declined radically.
tionally "deceitful."
and the man shuffled off Faculty members, fearing that
Honest Lens
their nominees might be forced
across the grass.
Importer
to take a year's leave of ab- APRIL 24—Wlliam Polk was
Lautner acknowledged that
'Question-Fest'
sence were reluctant to suggest today elected President of the
some scenes were not in
chronological order, but that Jack Perry, Political Science possible under - achievers. In Class of 1962, receiving the
24-26 TRUMBULL STREET, HARTFORD, CONN,
member, handled the the second year of the pro- honor for the third successive
HE'S &VX ALREADY \J the "lens does not lie." He Club
program
and
escorted
Mr.
gram
only
one
student
was
ofread a lengthy statement pubyear.
Telephone JAckson 5-2139
lished by the National Council Lautner to the Tripod office ficially required to take a Other officers elected were:
for
a
post-flick
question-fest.
leave of absence.
of Churches for Christ denouncIan
Y.
Bennett,
Vice-President;
ing student actions in the hear- After .the "press conference'
No Improvement
we asked Lautner if he thought, This past fall nine of the 12 R o d n e y D. Day, SecretaryOPEN Monday through Saturday
ing room. "
. '•
Thomas F. Bundy,
! Tripod editor George Will that every bit of anti-HUAC original under-achievers re- Treasurer;
Class Marshall.
•ind Lautner hacked at each feeling was Communist in- turned to Amherst. At the end Junior
Peter Sherin was re-elected
One Hour Free Parking Next to Store
j other in the concluding mo- spired.
of one semester, less than half President of the Class of 1963.
i ments of the program, the for- In a prolonged discourse he of the group were doing better E.
Bruce Hill was elected ViceWhile Shopping With Us
/
i mer attempting to disprove replied that the Communists work than they had done pre- President,
H. Richard Gobden,
[idutner's previous statement were a "grave threat."
viously. The : remaining were S|cr et?|y-Tr easurer -
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Of HI]
s Indicates Abolition Cause Sound

Fereman, however, later found Walter concedes this was thebusiness of enforcement of the
laws 'if indeed its activities
employment as writer and as-movie's 'minor error.'
First, i
can be dignified with such a
sociate
director
of
award-win"6)
At
another
point
the
,- ^ f;i+T .
classifcaton). The best way to
ning
"High
Noon.-"
The
supertive
narrator
says:
'Students
enupon-thP civil lihprt'cf;* ™^° * subversion. Second, the HUAC has seriously'
patriotic Veterans of Foreign thusiastically join in on thedo this is to rid the governh l r d iits
t s wwanton
a n t o n a attacks
t t a c k s oon
n
upon the civil liberties of many Americans.- TThird,
'
P^sonal
Jties have resulted
mmS im
Wars objected to Walters that refrains to the song 'Abolish ment of this Wight entirely.
P ° r t a n t . t 0 maintaining ! a vigorous
c
cthasa^s P
bp
ee
national culture
_,, o conduct
this man had been unleashed the Committee, We Shall Not Perhaps they can be re- ac, ,V ^
, n in nearly criminally bad taste and has perjured. the character of the^gislatwe branch it represents. In .all of these areas national
on the public and the Chairman Be, Moved'—lyrics to which tivated when they define, to
security is at stake.
was forced to. explain that are lifted front the old Com-the satisfaction of Americans,
To some
Foreman was never given a munist People's Song: Book.'
just what constitutes that
ilL r 6 i P O r t n a J i o n a l Puttie deling the issue is seen as the product',
of some
formal hearing—he had only, " 'We Shall Not Be Moved,' which is 'un-American,*
^ r a l sensitivity. David Lawrence, nationally' syndicated colt o s a y in t h e Nov 30
: u ) e d i t i o n of t h e
testified
at
a
staff
consultation.
however, is an old religious
'
^
- -- » '
spiritual. Well-known to people
Ethics
Stodiea
^ C a r t h y went to extreme - d u e to Ms excess of zeal and
The fourth area of concern acquainted with folk music, it
.anti-CwnmuaiiJt.cande-the
tendency
now
is
to
belittle
the'
for
those who would abolish appears in hymnals and is the
° ^ i r a S h ° f f refe™ to * « * * a hysterical mani
the Committee concerns its theme of sit-in demonstrators
ethics.as an organ of the gov-in the South."
Unwitting Score
TenCe
hit upon t h e
Emphatic "Yes'
ernment.
,
..'•-•
«ucial-issue. Many of those opposing the
^
t0 he
h a r g e o f bein
soft
The Committee's amoral ap- Yes, the film is "doctored."
J
?
'
S
o
n
R
e
d
s
/
feel
fhVcommitfee
ShmS U t
to
l m
proach to the pursuit of its mis- There is considerable sus' f m a « e r : o f the serious busision is graphically illustrated picious disagreement as to
Examples of "overzealousby the widely-circulating film jwhat was the most evil event
ness" detrimental to the Com-did turn up something relevant personal civil liberties has
"Operation Abolition." In a staged by the students.
mittee's mission are numerous. to the anti-Communist fight. aroused perhaps more opposihighly irregular move, the
A group of ministers of the
In February, 1957, Committee Another aspect of this was tion than any other of ' its
Committee subpoened f i l m Conservative Baptist faith were
;
Chairman Francis E. Walter pointed out recently by James abuses.
clips taken by news camera- most outraged at this (a
It may well be that in
(D-Pa.) announced on the floor O'Gara. In his article "Robert
men from KRON-TV and statement re-printed in the
long run it will be this asof the House that there were Welch & Co." in the April 28, the
KPIX-TV in San Francisco, NCCC booklet):
pect of the Committee's dark
over 200,000 active Communist 1961, issue of The , Common- history
turned the footage (the honest
that
will
mgpt
erode
agents at work in the U.S. This weal, he commented:
"The height of their devilsegment of which runs five
our
national
greatness
and,
total, he emphasized, repreish hypocrisy was reached
minutes)
over
to
staffers
who
thus,
security.
I am quite willing to presented more subverters than
edited the f inished product when they .had the consumthere were American troops ori sume good intentions on the In the summer of 1958 the
which,
is being sold at a brisk mate nerve to • profane the
borne duty and was the equiv- part of Robert Welch and HUAC's traveling roaS show
pace
by
a private Washington, national anthem by singing
moved
into
Atlanta,,
home
of
alent of 20 Soviet combat divi-1 his lellowers, but it should
D.C.,
firm,
Washington Video it at the peak of their demthe
White
Citizens
Council
to one and
i
sions. The Commonweal, re-1 bbe obb^ IOUS
^ movement and a town not forProduction, Inc. This film re- onstration, and giving exporting and commenting on that their line makes ration- eign to the sound of bombs
ceives $100 per copy. The TV pression to their treasonable
contingent of faculty and administration members stations have not been reim- delight by singing ,"Mine
these remarkable finds in its al political judgement and ripping synagogues and Negro
. Eyes Have Seen the Glory
March 1, 1957, issue had this debate completely impossible. shanties. Frank Wilkenson and at Thursday night's showing of the HUAC film seemed less bursed.
divided in its appraisal of the movie than the student body.
In spite o fall the nonsense
of the Coming of the Lord.'
to say:
Is
the
film
"doctored"
as
Carl
Brader
were
summarily
Here Nathaniel Preston of -the government department
that has been perpetrated in
The depth of their deceit was
charged?
The
National
Council
hauled
before
Mr.
Walter's
angrily charges speaker John-Lautner with presenting a
It |s a curious mixture of its name in recent years,
reached when this mob eleof
Churches
qf
Christ
have
ment put their hands over
the real and the trivia, of anti-Communism is or should group. These men were not filmed misrepresentation. (Photo by Roberts)
published an entirely docu- their hearts and pledged alracists. Wilkenson was
fact and prejudice. The rules • be a serious business. As farviolent
mentary booklet "Operation legiance to the flag."
record as one who would
of the game are simple. as I am concerned, it is on
abolish the HUAC. Brader Was strators group that followed termed an investigation of Abolition:
Facts and
Lump together a number of much too serious for Mr.active in a national movement the HUAC to Newark, N^J., "Communist Infiltration of En- Comments" Some
Hoover "Mistake'
which both pubWelch's
dengerous
kind
of
categories, such as spies,
to prevent renewal of state to stage a peaceful picketing, tertainment." Three men were lishes opinion (pro and con)
Author-Cop Hoover also conchild's
play.
•
saboteurs and propagandists.
sedition laws.
protest. He was issued a Com- the subject of particularly yig- and clears up the facts of thefounds the film, the HUAC and
Protect yourself by noting The lunitic fringe that inmittee summons on the spot, o r o u s examination: Arthur film's production.
history in his choice of that inTo Jail
somewhere that the the fig-cludes itself in Mr. Welch's
a sumons which he refused to Lief, American Guest Conduccident most devilish. In his riot
Facts
Telling
ure includes those who arecamp does not merit our scru- In an article entitled "Un- honor. He is yet to be con-tor of the Moiseyv Russian
report
published by the ComBallet; Joseph Papp, state Taken from the San Fran- mittee he says this:
acting innocently "under the tiny. But those who are under- American Activities," The New victedi
j
i
manager of the Columbia cisco New-Call-Bulletln of Janspell of Soviet propaganda." standably led to laugh at theKepublie reported that the men
Nothing was overlooked,
O'Connor Attacked /
Broadcasting S y s t e m and uary 26, 1961,5are "the followBirches are apt to be led to refused to testify, not because
Jovial PreoccapaMonal
In an appearance before founder and producer of theing facts stating that the film even to plans to cap the aflaugh at the serious business of any danger of self-incrimdoes:
fair with a grand climax. ArThe magazine noted that the of 'anti-Communism.
ination, but rather as a result the Subcommittee on Inves- New York Shakespeare Festi- 1 "1) Use film footage shot on rangements were made to
val;
Charles
S.
Rubin,
Nationtigations
of
the
Senate
Compres reaction to this report,
of a principled objection to the
Saturday, th e final day of the have the demonstrators join
Suspect Support
was particularly c u r i o u s .
HUAC's assuming the right to mittee on Government Op- al Broadcasting Company quiz hearing
when school was out a party-sponsored 'Peace
Those who noted it at all seem- Support for the HUAC under so investigate. Cited for con- erations in 1953, Mr. O'Con- show director.
and picketing was heaviest, for March' on Saturday, May
ed jovially preoccupied with fire has come from somewhat tempt, the men fought the case nor refused, on the .grounds
Gutless Bosses
events on Thursday, opening 14, 1960, at the conclusion of
contesting the number of U.S.suspect sources and has used to the Supreme Court where a of the First Amendment, to
troops active in the Country. somewhat questionable tactics. 5-4 decision upheld the Com- affirm or deny membership Ap. of these men pleaded the day of the Committee's world- the hearings.
Again, the NCCC booklet
Comparing this and other such Thomas F. Coon's article for mittee and sent the defendants in the "Communist conspir- Fifth Amendment and escaped reverberating hearings.
outlandish HUAC claims with t h e to-the-right-leantrig-right to jail. The Court ruling was acy." He was subsequently the wrath of the Committee. "2) Telescopes events actual- supplies facts:
Yet shortly thereafter, The ly separated by hours if not,
"crying wolf," lira Common- National Keview righteously
The Committee had ant h e Committee's tried and convicted of con-Comonweal article "Investiga- in some cases, days.
weal emphasized that there is points out that yield of the endorsing
•
tempt
and
sentenced
to
one
nounced it would complete
right
to
question-and
did
not
tion
and
Reaction"
of
July
18,
"3) The film (Editor's note: its hearing on the 12th of
"more at stake than a statis- HUAC's work since its estab- deal with the men themselves. year in jail and a $500 fine.
tical bit." It also expressed the lishment in 1945 is-five legis- Yet these are-two, men com- On appeal, his conviction 1958, reports the men were and the special report issued May and the peace march
opinion that Alger Hiss would lative recommendations (unwas reversed on the tech- subject to employer-adminis- by Federal Bureau of Investi- was scheduled for the 14th
have been brought to justice derlining "mine). This is not monly listed among the 'dan- nicality that the phrase tered penalties. These penal- gation head J. Edgar Hoover) of May. However, the Comsooner had not tee public be- exactly a bumper crop. Mr. gerous subversives' unearthed "Corminist conspiracy" was ties were not, we must as- reports: "The Communist ap- mittee then postponed its
gun to disregard all Committee Coon climax his argument by HUAC diligence.
too vague a term to sustain sume, the result of behind the i paratus activated its trained hearings two days so that
charges as the typical cam- with a "why not" sort of sun- Another particularly sordid a contempt conviction.
scenes HUAC prompting; Rath- agitators and propagandists in the last day of the Commitpaign against reputable liber- port, stressing that while $34 HUAC outrage has been com- This indication of the Commit- er, they were the outgrowth of the San SYancisco Bay Area tee hearings coincided with
als.
the day of the pre-arranged
million will be spent to build mitted by a pair of related ac- tee's contempt fop such tech- a not-to-firm employer's fear months before the hearings.'
of public hypersensitivity..
"Yet no announcement of the peace march.
tions separated by two years. nicalties' is most telling.
In other words, to the aver- a guided missile destroyer, the
A. year previous, the MayCommittee's coming was made
age citizen the HUAC sensa- Committee struggled along on In The Nation of September, When civil liberties can be10 issue of The Commonweal until April 25, 1960, 18 days When Mr. Hoover is a 'victionalism was accorded the a yearly allocation of $327,000. 1958, the story of the previous so recklessly violated, all that in an article titled "A Matter before the hearing."
tim' of sloppy scholarship,
same respect allowed adver- If the HUAC paid its own way summer's harassment of Har- those liberties seek to protect of Ritual" by John Cogley re- "5) The narratos goes on: another danger crops up: the
with
a
handy
profit
to
boot
it
vey
O'Conor
was
told.
O'Contising claims. But this 'ignoris in danger. The HUAC hasviewed the case of Hollywood's 'Among the Communist leaders American public has been coning technique' could become still would not justify its exist- nore, Chairman of the Emer- been involved in two incidents Carl Foreman. Foreman was who had an active part in theditioned to accept the findings
ence
as
a
defense
liability.
gency Civil Liberties.Commit- illustrating this principle.
dangerous, it added, in the unhauled before the Committee San Francisco abolition cam- of the FBI as gospel. "There
likely event that the HUAC The Committee's usurping of tee, headed an ECLC demon- In early 1958, Representative in 1951 after being named by paign and the protest demon- seems to be all kinds of fallM o r g a n Moulafer (D.-Mo.) a convicted Communist as a strations was Harry Bridges ibility connected with the movlaunched a project colorfully sympathizer. (It is an HUAC whom you see here being es- ie and its aftermath. In point
policy to use names obtained corted out of City Hall by po-of fact, not one student was
A
in this way as a basis for ac-lice moments before the sot-interviewed by the FBI in
tion but they are not released ing.'
preparation for this report.
to the press.)
"Actually, Bridges was at Yet clearly the job of chasNo official action was taken lunch at the time, and was not ing Communists is a serious
against Foreman by the gov-at City Hall until the disturb- one and one most suited to the
LAW SCHOOL
ernment. But he did not escape ance haa been quelled. FBI Di- mission and capabilities of the
the "black list" compiled by rector J. Edgar Hoover, in hisFBI or a like organ of the exthose protectors of the nation's report on the City Hall riot. ecutive branch. The HUAC
Established 1891
morality, the movie magnates. contradicts the film on this and should'be taken out of the
csn

., sr eVaeson
s why the HUAC should be abolished.
!' n r y nature actually hinder the waging of an-effec-

ZlV?

SAM.

Views

GOOD .COUKSE to take isthe one
«hat leads to the King of Beers,
time you're away from
ftghe books, enjoy a refreshing glass of;

urn YORSC

OF A
PATRIOT

APPROVED BY
AMERICAN BAR
ASSOCIATION
Day and Evening
Courses Leading to

University Press Service
Reports Meisenbach Trial

with billy in', his' hand, as faces a maximum sentence of to be properly explained it is
RECEIVED APBH, 25
(UPS)—A key witness in the though he were about to strike. 10 years at San Quentin but imperative that Meisenbach retrial of University of Califor- So, he said, he had "ducked my Berkeley students are optimis- ceive a fair trial."
Laws
nia' student Robert Meisenbach head, hunched my shoulders, tic about a favorable verdict. The nine signers of the apI1 last week contradicted/ House and threw myself at Meinsen- The trial went to the jury peal for funds are: Professor
Committee on Un-A'meriean bach." On cross-examination, Thursday after Meisenbach Richard Drinnon, History; ProREGISTRATION NOW Activities accounts of student the officer changed his account concluded the defense' case by fessor Alexander Meiklejohn,
violence in last spring's HUAC of the attack and told the jury taking the stand and giving his jPhilosophy; Professor Henry
that Meisenbacb "advanced to- account of the highly public- Nash Smith, English; ProfesFOR
San Francisco, hearings.
izzed demonstration.
sor Kenneth Stanipp, History;
Under defense cross-exami- ward me with the billy."
SUMMER SESSION
nation, Patrolman • R a l p h The police officer's admis- Nine. University of California Professor Joseph Tussman,
Scha'umleffel acknowl e d g e,d sion that the student did notat Berkeley students and facul- Philosophy; David Armor, past
that fire hoses .had been turn- attack him until after the ty members are circulating an studetn Body president at Ber<
Classes commence
ed on before—not after—-he en- hoses had been turned on appeal for funds to defend keley; James Creighton, presiraised another question about Robert Meisenbach, U. of C. dent of the Berkeley Young
! countered Meisenbach. '
The HUAC accounts, con- the Committee's film, already student on trial-for his part in Democrats; Michael Myerson,
June 12th and end
tained in both a printed narra- under heavy attack for alleged the San Francisco demonstra- chairman of SLATE and Bruce
tive report by FBI Director J. distortions. The film insists tions against the House Com-! Payne, vice-chairman of the
August 7th
I Edgar Hoover and the widely- that a student did attack a po-mittee on Un-American Activ- USNNSA California - Nevada Hawaii Region.
|circulated f i l m . "Operation lice officer to incite the riot. ities last May.
Checks are to be made pay$20,000 Fee
Daily Problem Seminars, | Abolition," declare that the But the defense provided the
j, night stick attack on the of-court with a series of photo- The letter estimates that the able to Bay Area Students
Weekly Trial Practice | ficer "touched off the flame of graphs which show the tall, total cost of Meisenbach's de- Legal Aid Fund and sent to
bespeckeled student leaning fense will be $20,000,;. includ- Professor John H. Otwell, PaI violence."
against a wall far in the rear ing lawyer's fees, investiga- cific School of Religion. 1798
Contradicts Self
Courts, Moot Courts
Schaumleffel maint a i n e d , o fa crowd of students, as po-tor's fees and the cost of pre-Scenic, Barkeley 9, California.
liminary hearings. Meisenhowever, that Meisenbaeh did lice turn on the hoses.
bach's trial began April 19 in
attack him, despite defense at244 William Street
Ti:e Medusa has placed
San Francisco.
RECEIVED APRIL 28
tempts' to. prove that the ofthe
following men on Cenficer's injuries came from a (UPS)—The fate, 61 a Uni- "Many commentators have
•New York 38
fall on the slippery marble vei'sity of California student, claimed that this trial will, for sure:
floor. The officer contradicted Robert Meisenbach, accused of the first time, provide a public Harold F. Boardman, Jr. '61
himself in relating his account clubbing a police ^fficer dur- judical review of the events Edward S. Harrison '61
1 Block East of
of the incident as the trial ing a riot over the House Com- culminating in the San Fran- David G. Herold '63
moved into its second week in mittee on Un-American Activ- cisco demonstrations," the letMunicipal Building
ities last May is in the hands ter states. "If the role of Mei- Richard P. Kroczynski '62
San Francisco's: City Hall.
senbach, and, in a larger sense, Robert B. Schilpp. '64
of a San Francisco jury.
On
direct
examination
the
COrtland 7-9400
patrolman maintained that Meisenbach,. charged with as- of the other students who took Stephen S. Washburne '63
Meisenbaeh raised, his arm sault with a deadly weapon part in the demonstration, is

Degree of Bachelor of
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Anti*Connally Movement
Seen Affecting Security

Jesters Prepare

Library Hours Adequate,
Engley Tells Senate Group

It-

i Jw
_ , ,, . *u«-, «(-!i'is! organization
organization ?nd
?rid its
Its ai%
Donald Engley tonight told the Engley repeated that then iiv sties and £-.Med, if a social
33 Drop Restriction
|be jeopardized if. handled .by
By HIN-SEAK LENG
Senate t h a t "overwhelming seems to be little need for ex- organisation teds s-lightpd b&>
;
A- movement is afoot to pro- Today thirty-three countries;the World Court.
need" has to be demonstrated tension-Of library hours, quo:- cau^e of S«ia5p bu^isvss, ppr
test against repealing ol the;have dropped this self-judgingj It goes on to say that at presbefore library hours can be in- ing from a recent week-Ion; haps tlx-re is
reason for
. Connally Amendment- T h ej reservation which has evokedjent there are three unfriendly
survey which showed library
creased.
sucn action.
Committee For Constitutional [criticism f r o m international judges in this body and thati
'
attendance
rarely
over
100
and
Engley's statement came in
McXi.lty stated that the Sen--"*
Government, a private organ'.-', lawyers because of its possible [these judges, from U.S.S.R.,
an ifour^ong discussion of Sen. invariably dropping between ale necessarily supiTLGdes any-,
8:30
and
9:30
p.m.
.zation, is distributing to most|inconsistency with the World! Poland and Egypt, are CommuPeter Morrill's motion that "the
fraternity affiliation and afe.^
.colleges a pamphlet entitled "A-Court Statute.
. .- .
jnist puppets. This is.no timo to
Why a Study Hall?
Senate recommend that the col
dare dihere i'w benw no inter*
-Clear And Present Danger To j
.
repeal , this amendment, but
The
librarian
further
stated
lege extend library hours to 12
T h e
fiafTnifv
mahce demonstrated
. O u r National Security.",
|
t-o.mmittee For Umstitu- r a ther to strengthen it, the corap.m. Sunday through Thursday that firelaws would probably in any Senate undo- <?king.
prohibit
closing
of
the
doors.
•' The ConnaUy Amendment is ;tional Government does not ;mittee stresses,
and provide adequate study
In addition, Engley asked. He'commended Son Michael
ran amendment of Senate Reso-; w a n t t o s e e ^he repeal of this j The absence of codes nr clear
condftions after midnight."
Mr. Engley-initiallv stated; why should the library be used j Lutin and his Exiracurricniar
lution 196 of 1946, accepting the; amendment. • I t .cites the cases; rules of international laws is
i as a late night study hall? The ] Affairs Committee, for perCompulsory jurisdiction of thej o f Guantanamo Base, the Pana-, dangerous to American national
that.*
open 84 building-was constructed sped (forming thr-nr m\estimation_of
. World Court. This amendment m a Canal and U.S. military security and the Committee adis
1.
The
Library
ficially" for an open stack li-jthe Sophomore Dining Club
"specifies that disputes with re-(ba.ses in Puerto Rico, Okinawa, vocates stronger protection
hours per week, - much more
ga.rds to matters - essentially [Guam and the Virgin Islands such as the right to withdraw
than most colleges of compa^a- brary and is not easily or ef-jwith "tact and precision.'
Ivy Fined $l<»0
ficiently divided into compart*
within the jurisdiction of t h e | w h e r e u - s - interest will greatly from the World Court on notice. Sixteen of the roles in the tors are steadily bringing more tive size.
Treasurer Baird Morgan an
ments.
2.
The
Library
seats
300,
yet
Jesters'
forthcoming
produc]ife
into
their
parts,
and
by
United States as determined by
tion of Mr. Roberts are being opening night, Mr. Nichols* rarely are there more.than 125 Mr. Englev did say that he nounced fhar ihe Ivy will be
would assist any Senate at j fined SI00 for exceeding its
played by students who are feels, the Jesters should have people present at one time.
3. It is extremely:difficult to tempt to get better late nighti budget last year without Senappearing with the Jesters for a thoroughly creditable crew
The United States was not!
ate approval. "Fining has
get the needed staff members 1 study conditions
the first time, Director George 'of seamen.
the only country adopting suchj
McNuIty
Address
(and
will continue to be thp pol(one
full-time
member
and
two
Nichols
reports.
Mr. Kichols also cited the
a reservation in 1948. Other
countries were E n g l a n d , APRIL; 27 — IHvight Hol- bowline allevs would become M r - R o b e r t s w i U b e present-1 technical staff for its efforts, student assistants) to work un- In a. short Senate address, | jCy jn. such cases," Morgan astil 12.
- . • ' • ' • . • • '.'.;' President Arthur McNulty de-| sc Vt e d.
France, India. Pakistan, Mexi-j-brook today revealed that 71 too prominent on the campus jed in Alumni Hall May 4, .5.-.] He believes they have created,
clared that the Senate is not! gen. Michael Lutin. reporting
Senators Suggest
6
8 9 a
£0, South ^Africa, Liberia, the; persons have signed his peti- "How would we feel" asked! - * S:15 P-™- Tickets, against all odds, a believable
Various senators suggested concerned with any specific ; o n Sophomore Dining Club
riced a t 5 0 cent
..Sudan and others.
s for students j nautical atmosphere
| tion asking President Jacobs Holbrook, "if-we were alumni I P
(progress in conslifutional reviplans by which the library
to abandon the proposed plans and were sent a • request for' w ' i t h L D - c a r d s > a r e on " s a l e ? Mr, Boherts was selected not might. be used for reference
is2 on> s t a t e d
that
tiip
rnn n
'
'
'
] for bowling alleys in Mather money to build bowling allev^ibetween 11:30, a.m. and l:30.|°nly to aftord actmg opportu- and late study.
j
TYPING
iH
flor
r
nities
more
students,
but
{problem
concerns
membership,
& Math
Mather Hall
Hall. General " ~ " " " " - •«•"*»"•«
; Hall.
valued^
d at $40,000,
$ , 0 0 , especially I P
I ^.&
because it is one of the most Sen. Ronald" Spencer felt that j
{Three plans have been proTHESES,
| Holbrook, "arguing on behalf now when
h
h
there
is so much I admission is $1.50. •1
outstanding dramas to emerge the entire building might be;
j posed which would alleviate
of
the
individual
who
is
trying
n
TERM PAPERS
bunding
planned on the cam- _ All tickets for the Saturday *
"
list™
kept open to 12 two nights a
j any questionable proceedings
(to achieve some worthwhile pus.
week. Sen. David Lee asked
BOOK REPORTS
night production have been
TRANSCRIPT
. ^
.! in membership selection, Lut;
| goal at the" college," had stated
What is this place anyway," : s o i d . The Jesters are performabout the possibility of closing
INSTRUCTION
j3<r».-|«pkTl'f'Q im declared. Two . allow each
i his position in an address at concluded Holbrook, "Trinity Ung for the Rrst
ire doors a t ni ht
ELECTRIC
a freshM fraternity to nominate candiAll
transcript
requests
mustif
"
g > thus-block.j
:
\ the Freshman Dining Hall two College or Disneyland?"
1-•'ClrA-CI.il/Oi Ifdates and leave the final
|
|
parents'
weekend,
and
ing
off
parts
of
the
librarj^and
m
a
n
TYPEWRITER
be
received
by
the
transcript
Trinity's
Fifth
Annual
Fresh. days previously.
! t h e r e 1 u e s t s from parents secretary, Mrs. Victoria Smith, requiring fewerstaff members man. Parents' Day, Saturday, choice to the SDC. The third
GLEE CLUB ELECTS
j Holbrook asked the student
EXPERIENCED
jr outnumbered of the Registrar's Office not for supervision.
hh a v e a l r e a y
will feature a chapel service, stress s policy of much more
, ^
body to consider the question. Recent elected Glee Club of- ,
REASONABLE
debate, baseball - game, recep- careful interview of candidates
j "What could be more essential ) f l c e r s are: President, Robert the available number of seats. 'later than Wednesday noon of
by tne organization.
I to a Trinity education thani M - Harting; Manager, William Tickets for Friday evening, the week they are to be sent
tion and play.
RAPID
I out.
i $40,000 worth of bowling al-! R - Talbot; Asst. Manager, too, are going rapidly."
Following a chapel service at
TURABIN
Robert E. Harnard; Secretary, The cast and crew of Mr. | Please make checks payable
8 a.m., parents of freshmen
STANDARDS leys? Bad Atmosphere
John D. Watson; Treasurer, Roberts, reports Mr.- Nichols, to: -Trustees of Trinity College
will gather for coffee at MathPAPER AND CARBON I "I am against the atmos- Barnett Lipkind; Librarian, have worked diligently prepar- as all transcripts must be paid John Davis Lodge, former I er Hall. President Albert C.
ing their production. The ac- for when requested.
U.S. Ambassador to Spain, Jacobs will give a welcoming
' p h e r e bowling alleys will Phillip W. Correll.
FURNISHED
will make his first Connecticut address at 11 a.m. in the
I create," said Holbrook. "Cerpublic appearance since 1955 Washington Room.
tainly I believe in recreation
Mrs. N. Basseff I[but
Thursday in the main address
A Panel discussion moderrecreation of this sort can
2054 CORBIN AYE.
at the Annual Spring Banquet ated by Dr. M. Curtis LangVEW BEITAI3ST BA 3-8444 | be had easily off campus. Beof the Trinity Club of Hart- horne, Chairma nof the FreshI cause the college is so small,
ford, at Mather Hall.
man-Sophomore A d v i s o r y
Mr. Lodge, who was award- Council, between members of
ed an Honorary LLD Degree the council will follow.
by Trinity in 1951 while he
A box lunch • will-be served
was Governor of Connecticut,, to parents .their sons, and facwas graduated from Harvard ulty in the Mather Dining
[Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf, "The Many
Law School in: 1929; Following Hall. At 2:30 p.m., the parents
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)
his discharge from the. Navy can .see the freshman baseball
after World War II, he was team, play . Wesleyan at the
trice elected.to Congress and. Trinity diamond..
in 1950 he became the first
President and Mrs. Jacobs
Governor of Connecticut elect-1 will have a reception for the
"THE SLOW RUSH"
ed to serve a, 4-year term.
I Freshmen and their parents in
In 1955 Lodge was" appointed the Snack Bar Lounge in MaIllustrated below is the membership pin of a brand-new national
U.S. Ambassador to Spain by ther Hair at 5 p.m.
fraternity called Signa Phi Nothing. To join Signa Phi Nothing
President; Charles Classen (St. Anthony President Eisenhower,
Newly Elected BFC officers from right
The College Jesters will preand get this hideous membership pin absolutely free, simply
Hall), Vice-President. (Photo by Roberts)
to left: Douglas Anderson (Alpha Delta
he held until January of this t.sent "Mr.'Roberts' 'at 8 p.m
take a pair of scissors and cut out the illustration and paste it
Phi), Secretary; Ian Bennett (Delta Psi),
year.
to your dickey.

Leads Move
Against Bowling Alleys

In Offering

To
In Mather Hall

On Campus

with

. Let me hasten to state that I do not recommend your joining
Signa Phi Nothing. The only thing I recommend in this column
is Marlboro cigarettes, as any honest man would who likes a
filtered cigarette with an unfiltered taste, who yearns to settle
back and enjoy a full-flavored smoke, whose heart is quickened
by a choice of soft pack or flip-top bos and who gets paid every
week for writing this column,
.
.
It is difficult to think of any reason why you should join
Signa.Phi Nothing. Some people, of course, are joiners by
nature; if you are one such I must tell you there are any number
of better organizations than Signa.Phi.Nbthing for you to join—
the Mafia, for example.
But if you should join Signa Phi Nothing, let me give you
several warnings. First off, it is the only fraternity that admits
girls. Second, there is no pledge period; each new member immediately goes active. Perhaps "inactive" is a more accurate
term; there are no meetings, no drives, no campaigns, no sports,
no games, no dues, no grip, and 'no house.
The only thing Signa Phi Nothing has that other fraternities
have is a fraternity hymn. In fact, two hymns were submitted

TiNNSS
LOAFERS
'-..'SNEAKERS

SEE 19-COUNTRIES
IN 56 DAYS
THIS CAREFREE

TWA

Great Discoveries:

GROUP TOUR WAYS
Go with ct happy group and
have the-time-of'your life
. . . a i l you have to do is have
fun I Let your expert Tour Director take care of your hotel reservations, transportation and
sightseeing arrangements. Enjoy the comforting feeling that
someone is responsible for you
—all the way. And you share all
the exciting sights and experiences with a congenial group
of interesting travelers.

to a recent meeting; of the national board of directors (hone of
whom attended). The first hymn goes:
Hotcha, boop~boop-a-doop,
Mother's making blubber soup.

•

BARRIE

cordially invites you to come down and-

The second hymn is considerably longer:
':

A Guernsey's a cow,
A road is a lane,
When you're eating chow,
Remember the mem!

inspect our late spring and summer ofierings in fine
"

footwear. You may expect the finest quality along

Pending the next meeting of the national board of directors,
which will never be held, members are authorized to sing either
hymn. Or, for that matter, Stardust.

with personal attention at 22 Trumbul] Street.

Perhaps you are asking why there should- be such a fraternity
as Signa Phi Nothing. I will give you an answer—an answer
with which you cannot possibly disagree: Signa Phi Nothing
Jills a ivell-needed gap.

If so, congratulations. But tell the truth—wouldn't you like
to make an occasional visit back to the good old days when you
were not so wise and composed and industrious—when you
were, in fact, nuttier than a fruitcake?

Many departures to choose
fi-oml As low as $1395*
. . . including meals, hotels, tips
and faxes, sightseeing, transportation! A real travel bargainl
Fly Now . . . Pay Later.
FREE DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE

vVrite for full details about this
snd other TWA Tours. There's "a
TWA Group tour to suit your
travel, mood (and pocketbook)l

'.

Aie you suffering from mental health? Is logic distorting
your thinking? Is ambition encroaching on your native sloth?
Are your long-cherished misapprehensions'retreating before a
Eea of facts? In short, has education caught up with you?

FFy there by TWA SupsrJet
. . . tour Europe by air and luxurious motor coach. See England, Ireland, Norway,Scotiand,
Sweden, Denmark, Holland, Belgium, Luxembourg, Germany,
Austria, Italy, San Marino, Spain,
A n d o r r a , France, Monaco,
Switzerland, Leichfensteini
Sounds fabulous, doesn't i t i
Ready to go?

Discover
Move up
Brewed

difference
Schilfi . . .

VS-A- EUROPE • AFRICA -ASIA

THE SUPERSET AIRLINE*
Tran» World Airlines
Tour Oepartmen* 44
380 Madison Avs., N. Y. 17. N Y

If you pine for those old familiar miasms, those dear, dead
vapors, join-Signa Phi Nothing and renew, for a fleeting
moment, your acquaintance with futility. We promise nothing,.
and, by George, we deliver it!

Pieai& send me free European
Summer Holiday Tour folders.
NaB78_

THE BEER THAT MADE MILWAUKEE FAMOUS
We, the makers of Marlboro, promise smoking pleasure and
we think you'll think ice deliver it—both from Marlboro and
from our new unfiltered king-size Philip Morris Commander.
Welcome aboard!

©1959 Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co., Milwaukee, Wis., Brooklyn,
N.Y., Los Angeles, Cai., Kansas City, Mo., Tampa, f Ja.

Or|EN MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
22 TRUMBULL STREET Next to Henry Miller Inc.
One Hour Free Parking — In Nearbv Lots

j Address.

i
I-

e

Stot«

My travel ageprt is

*Twi THE SUPER,El
oom,rou-.j-t r i »Siion3ni,C'ass from New fort

!
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Stempien Scores Three
As Stickmen Beat WPl

Tile varsity lacrosse squad
bounced back from last week's
13 to 5 defeat by powerful
Amherst in their opener to
edge Worcester Tech on Saturday 5 to 3.
In picking up their first win
of the SGason, the Bantams extended W.P.L's losing streak
to twenty-two games.
The game itself- was played
in the pouring rain on a sea of
mud. The weather didn't seem

to bog down .the Trinity attack
which displayed a unity and
cohesion that were lacking in
the Amherst encounter.
Tony Sirianni moved up
from his midfield position to
take over the crease spot vacated by Fred Pringle, who had
been' the top scorer for the
two past seasons, will he lost
for the remainder of the season due to a back injury.
Vinnie Stempien opened the

Brookside Restaurant
SUNDAY SPECIAL

BROILED BROOK TROUT
FOOD AND YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGES AT
442 NEW BRITAIN AVE.

CONNECTICUT PRINTERS

INCORPORATED

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
Case, Lockwood & Brainard Letterpress Division
Kellogg & Bulkeley Lithographic Division

QUALITY FOODS AT SENSIBLE PEICES

SUNDAY MENU
Breakfast
ORANGE JUICE
2 EGGS
HASH BROWN POTATOES
TOAST
HASH BROWN POTATOES
COFFEE
, TOAST, COFFEE

ORANGE JUICE
HAM, BACON or SAUSAGE
2 EGGS

60c
DINNER

1—Breaded Veal Cutlet with Spaghetti Sauce
2—-Half Roast Spring Chicken, Vegetables, Potatoes, and Rolls
3—Spaghetti and Meat Balls
,
4—Roast Stuffed Native Turkey, Cranberry Sauce, Potatoes,
Vegetables and Rolls
5—Open Hot Roast Beef or Virginia 'Ham Sandwich, Potatoes
and Vegetables
'
,
•
6-—Broiled Pork Chops, Apple-Sauce, Potatoes and Vegetable
7-r-Fried Ipswich Clams, Potatoes, Vegetable, Rolls
For 60c more Shrimp Cocktail, Soup, Dessert and Coffee are
served with the above.

$1.00
$1.35
.80
$1.30
$1.00
$1.25
$1.15

BoaHL

AfeEl

Decidedly not. In fact most executive jobs are on
the ground. Of course, all officers may apply for pilot
and navigator training if they meet the eligibility
requirements. There will always be a need for piloted
aircraft. Arid it is foreseeable that in your working
lifetime, there will be piloted spacecraft—piloted and
navigated by Air Force officers.
But right now, there is also a big future for collegetrained Air Force officers on the ground. New and
exciting technical jobs are opening up. Important administrative positions must be filled as World War II
officers move into retirement.
How canyou-a college student-become an Air
Force officer? First, therms Air Force ROTC. Then
for college graduates, men and women in certain
fields, there is Officer Training School. The graduate
of its three-month course wins a commission, as a seol
ond lieutenant. Other ways are the Navigator Train-'
ing program, and the Air Force Academy.
Some benefits that go with being an Air Force
officer. Starting salary plus, allowances compare
with the average in equivalent civilian jobs. Then
there's free medical and dental care, thirty-day vacation, the chance to win graduate degrees at Air
Force expense, and liberal retirement provisions.
No, Air Force officers do not need wiftgs to move
up. There's plenty doing on the ground. Perhaps you
could be one of these young executives in blue. Ask
your local Air Force Recruiter. Or write, Officer
Career Information, Dept. JSC13, Box 7608,
Washington 4, D.C., if you want further infor»
mation about the navigator training or Officer
Training School programs.
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Lacy? Richardson Show Campus How, To "Go Fly A Eiteff

scoring in the first period
with
the first three goals.5 ~Sirianni
added another tally in that
period with a Worcester man
in the penalty box. There wa
no further scoring in the firs
half/
Successive goals by Dicls
Cunneen and Stempien in thk
third quarter pushed th e mar
gin to four to nothing. W.P.I.
finally solved goalie Will Files
late Jin that period. Tech's
Dave Norton scored on a long
shot to put the home team in
the scoring column.
Stempien finished the Trin
ity scoring midway through
the last period. Dave Hosmer
and Norton added tallies for
W.P.I., but their rally fell
short.
W.P.I. goalie Al Hadley
prevented the game from being a rout, stopping drives by
Dorsey Brown, Sirianni, and
Stempien.
Trinity
•
2 0 2 1W. P. I.
0 0 1 2—3
Goals > - Trinity; Stempien
(3), Sirianni, and Cunneen; APRIL 23—The new and
W.P.I.; Norton C2) and Hois- successful Trinity Rowing Asmer.
sociation is not the. only new
The varsity travels to Boston on Wednesday to take on band of sportsmen on Campus
• 4
Holy Cross and hosts Tufts on this Spring.
The first official (if informSaturday.
al) meeting of the Steak and
Burgandy Kite Flying Club

Washington Diner, Inc,

99c

THE TRINITY TR1POE)

was held today in the field behind the Jones and Elton Dormitories.
Membership evidently isn't
restricted to undergraduates or
even members of the college
community, as participants included some of the local talent
carefully screened from among

neighboring Hartford youth.
Chances of success for the
Club "were greatly enhanced
when several very Big Men On
Campus showed up for opening
day festivities.
In the first picture above
Dean O. W. Lacy grimly anchors himself against the force

of the day's wind as the taut
string (arrow) is strained to
its limit. It is hot presently
known if the Dean is faculty
advisor of the group. Such a
position would, of course, disqualify him from holding a
Club elected office.
In the right picture we catch

another BMOC at play~l
Taking time off from tnt
worries of business, communications magnate William Richardson, station manager ot
WRTC-FM, assumes a "youfi
must be served posture" in
helping repair the Lacy girls'
kite
;

Trackmen Out-mud Union, McNeill Twirls Route \
As Frosh Nine Extends':
Middlebury; Smith Stars Record To Perfect

APRIL 29—Trinity romped
over Middlebury this afternoon by the score of 75-50 in
a rainy, muddy track meet.
Mark Smith and the visitors' Steve Green were the only
double winners of the day.
Smith captured his sprint specialties, the 100 and 220, with
plenty of yardage to spare in
both as he again showed himself to be Trinity's classiest
speedman in years. Green's
flawless style brought Middlebury wins in the mile and- two
mile.
Trinity runners swept the
440 and 880 today for the first
time this season. Vic Keen
splashed to first place in the

q u a r t e r followed by John
Syer and Jay McCraoken in
second and third places. Marshall Blume's hot early pace
gave him lihe victory in the 880
as s t r o n g - f i n i s h i n g Perry
Rianhard took second. Charlie
Classen, just recovering from
running second in ; the mile,
completed the sweep.
Mehringer Wins Shot
Trinity Avon both h u r d l e
races as Mike (Schulenberg
eased over the barriers first
in the highs and Jay Maccracken outran his opponents in
the lows.
Wayne Mehringer won the
shotput to give the Bantams
victory in that event for the
first time this year. Bob
Brown heaved a second place
effort.
Open Mon.Sat; Tbuh. 9-9
Emmett Miller and Stan
Hoerr t i e d for first in the
soggy highjump. The remain'
der of Trinity's points were
picked up by John Szumczyk,
who ran third in both sprints
and Ron Polstein, who placed
second in the high hurdles.
Jim Maryak and J o h n n y
Wardlaw obtained seconds in
the discus and broadjump respectively. Mai McGawn ran
second in the two mile run
behind Middlebury's G r e e n .
Doug Tansill tossed the javelin
to second for Trinity and Tom
Smith placed third in the discus.
SCHENECTADY, APRIL 26
—Trinity's t r a c k and Field
team defeated Union college
today by the score of 89% to
36%. It was the Bantams' first
of the season against
}UK 8.8 oz. SPORT COAT! victory
two defeats.
In muted stripes and
Trinity had its own way in
nearly every even as Union
plaids of earthy tones
just wasn't in the visitors'
- soft shoulder construction, lap seams,
hooked vent.
BOOKSTORE

$39

102 Asylum Street
Charge Accounts Invited

class on this cold and windy
day.
There were many strong
points in the victory, but the
most remarkable were Trinity's efforts in line distance
races this afternoon. Charlie
Classen, Mike Long, and Jack
Baker gave the Bantams all
three places in the mile for
the first time in. many years.
Marshall Blume and P e r r y
Rianhard ran one-two in the
880, and Mai McGawn and
Mike Long took the first two
places in the two mile. In the
three d i s t a n c e races, altogether; Trinity lost only two
third places. This 'was quite
a feat as Hilltopper distance
men have been weak in the
past few years.

Smith's First Loss
John Szumczyk and Mark
Smith exchanged wins in the
sprints. Szumczyk won the
100 and Smith the 220. Both
came in second in the races
they didn't win. Smith's loss
in the 100 was his first in dual
m e e t competition in four
years.
Vic Keen narrowly won the
quarter mile to complete Trinity's first place In every flat
race.
Mike Sehulenberg's excellent
form carried him home first
in the high hurdles. He pulled
away after the first four hurdles to win handily.
Szumczyk completed h i s
finest day yet in varsity competition by winnng the broad
jump in 20'8". His thirteen
points in the meet gave him
high point honors for the day.
Vic Keen and John Wardlaw
rounded out another Trinity
sweep.
Emmett Miller highjumped
6'1" to win the events followed
at 6'0" by Stan Hoerr. Jim
Maryak won the (discus for
the second meet in a row in
SALE
very close competition. .
Jay McCraeken a d d e d a
Wednesday—May 3 and
second for Trinity in the low
Thursday—-May 4
hurdles and John Syer a third
in the 440. Wayne Mehringer
took second in the . shotput as
Trinity College did Doug Tansill in the javelin. Jim McAlister and Bob
Hunt tied for second in the
Book Store
polevault.

APRIL 26—Batting power
today enabled the Trinity
freshmen baseballers to extend
their winning skein to three as
they tripped St. Thomas Seminary .7-5.
After spotting St. Thomas
two runs in the first inning, the
Shultsmen rallied for two runs
in the .second and three in the
fifth inning.
Dick Towle's booming triple
to left in the 'fifth was the
big blow. He knocked across
two runs and then scored as
Bruce MacDougall followed
him with an rbi single. Also
collecting rbi's for the Bantams were Ken Parsons, Jerry
Deneault, and Barry Peckham.

This was the second consecutive route-going performance
for ace-pitcher Chris McNeiJt.
(Continued On Page 6) "•'

Tommy Says:

-;... ]:

"A HAIRCUT is a work of;
beauty when carefully dona''
with professional pride."
PATRONIZE —

TOMMY'S
BARBER SHOP
105 New Britain Ave.
near Broad St.
1 Minute Walk
From Field House •

IDONT KNOW WHiGH
BEER IUKE BEST".

OXFORD
comfort... qualify... appearance
The rich texture of fine oxford skillfully
tailored gives the assurance of being welldressed. Case in point: the Arrow University
Fashion B.D. with the authentic roll of the
classic button-down. Your wardrobe is
incomplete without a selection of these casual
Arrow shirts in both long and short sleeves.

' $5.00

U.S. Air Force
Tliere's a place for
professional achievement on the
Aerospace Team

-ARROW' ',. From the "Cum Laude Collection

THE F..&-M. SCHAEFER BREWING CO.. NEW YORK and ALBANY, N. X.

THE TRINITY

* A G f SIX

Racketmen
Wallop RX
In Opener

Bantams Lose To Yale, 6-4, Despite
An Early Lead; Miscues Prove Fatal

APRIL 22—The varsity netjnen opened their season today with a resounding triumph
-—over the University of Rhode
Island, 8-1. However, the score
is no indication, of the closemess of the matches.
Captain Buzz Mayer scrambled to an early victory, playing in the number one position.
Following: closely behind were
John Herzig, Don Mills, and
Kit Illick, who toppled their
opponents in that order.
The two matches scheduled
for this past week were rained
out. However, the Dathmen are
looking hopefully towards an
away -match this Tuesday
against Union.

With two runs in and Ander- Lindley hit a single to drive, some strange reason, in' spits
the air while trotting down tc
BY ANDY MILLER
on on third, Bill Leahy took him in. Polinsky went to sec- of the fact that to all observNEW HAVEN, APRIL 27— •first."
is second straight called third ond on "a steal, and Carpenter ers it had split the center of
Football Tactics Used
Trinity's erratic Bantams fumbled away a four run lead and After S a n d e r s sacrificed •:rike. Polk and W i n n e r singled to center. Calabrese's the plate.
.rounded out to end the Ban- throw to the plate went wide Jessee .was also peeved at
went on to lose to Yale today, Calabrese laid down a b u n
of the mark, and Carpenter ad- the Yaie coaching staff lor cut6-4. Trinity had beaten the Eli near th e third baseline and'bea tam rally.
the throw to first while Win
for the past four years,
vanced to third as Lindley • s h o r t T r i n i t y h i t t i
Fumble-itis Sets In
Tony Sanders went all the ner was scoring on the "suYale came back in the last R 1, ; n t '„ ,°HUnCed
°t i c e ' " s e e m e <* they were
way for the Bantams in a los- icide" squeezze. A wild pitcy
by the Scoreboard clock, whilt
of
the
third
on
sloppy
Bantam
Halloran
to
end
the
inning.
by.
Murphy
prompted
Feshlei
ing: effort. Sloppy play in the
Master
Dan was on Naval Oh-'
play.
Sanders
hit
Murphy
with
The
"
Bantams
had
uprisings
third and fifth innings brought to dash for home. Catcher Ed
on his downfall. John Murphy, Kaake recovered the ball and a pitch and Lou DeMattheis in the sixth and the eighth, but servatory time.
son of the- former New York threw to Murphy, who was- singled to left. After a ground were unable to score the tying]"™' " " ' T . " " v , . ,
relief ace, picked up the win in!blocking the plate. Feshler at- out which advanced the run- r u n
.
1 e Feshler-Yale feud cntxanother route going perform- tempted to-bowl the pitcher ners, Bill Polinsky hit a nubber
.
'
,
.
,
,
.
.
jtinued as the third backer hit
down the first baseline. Johnover, but was unsuccessful.
Yale picked up an insurances
f , d o w n t h e fi fa
son
fumbled
it,
and
his
throw
sacker
who was getting under
The Bantams jumped off to Eli first baseman Ruly Carrun
in
the
last
of
the
eighth,
l
i
n
e
a
n
d brushed
a violation.
an early lead in the opening penter singled over Polk's head was too late. Sander's, shaken helped once more by sloppy
inning w h e n Tom Halloran to. lead off the second, but was up by this, failed to cover first Trinity play. Clark led off with
TB1MTY
walked and stole second. Rollie erased on a double play as in time on a grounder in the a walk and was sacrificed to]
k
1 2 Plhrsecf .' 01
Johnson then hit a bouncer in- Sanders struck out Chris Clark hole, and Polk's throw bounced second. With two out, Murphy,VALE
M Him rf 3 0 0 Tnirn ss 3 2
1
to right field to drive in the and Johnson fired to Polk to off his chest. The run scored, hit
third |DPlnsUy
e M t ] i s ss
2 3 2 1 Johnson c 4 1 3
thethe
ballhole
but between
tried to make
and Polinsky went around to withinto
run.
Lindley
If
4
get Carpenter.
and
short.
Halloran
came
tip
1
Leahey
If
4
O
0
third. Carpenter then lashed a the play at first. Clark ran for CTpnter 1 4
3 Polk 2
.1 f) t
In ,the second, Bill Polk
Two more runs in the third Sanders curve past Halloran the plate and made it when|Hi<ihrnd-i
o
o
o
Aiwiersn
i
4
1
walked to open the inning. He helped to boost the Bantam
t
Anderson, who was off balance "lark 3 3 1 a Winner rf 3
broke up a potential double edge to 4-0, but the visitors and the third run scored.
0 oRymnd rf 0 0 0
trying
to
getHalloran's
peg,
™
5
0
Feshler
3
1
0
ft
Yale
went
ahead
5-4
in
the
play by bowling over the Eli wasted an opportunity to get
1 0 0
,\rsnaui
,\rsnauit c 4 Q O
second baseman on Sam Win- more. Halloran s i n g l e d to bottom of the fifth. DeMatheis .threw into the dirt.1 1 TaylorS n Oa
v £ u r p h y p2
ner's ground ball. Wes Feshler short right and slid under the opened with a single, and after DIAMOND DUST: Trinity j
Panders p 2 0 0
received a free trip to first tag at third while advancing a fly to right, Polinsky hit acoach Dan Jessee became in- J
:Pitcairn 1 0 0
when a pitch by Murphy plunk- on Johnson's single to center. |slow grounder to short. Polk's censed at the plate -umpire, j T o t a t s so ~~e ! Totals 31 4 7
ed him in the ribs. This im- Johnson took second on the |relay to first was too slow to who was. so intently watching a—Struck out for Feshler in Sth;
mediately started a feud be- play. Doug Anderson hit a get the double play.
a steal attempt by an Eli that b. ran for Winner in Sth; c, ground!
tween th e Bantam third sacker b,oomins: shot to left which roll- After Polinsky stole second ho frircrnt tn fall thp nitrh V\ e d o u t fQr Sanders in 9th.
and the entire Yale team as ed airthe way to the 400 foot as Johnson hobbled tb* ball, ne iorgot to can ine pitcn. -ci-j i
003 020 01X—a
Ya e
Feshler threw his bat high in fence.
nally it was ruled a bali, for Trinity
1x2 mo 000—i

THE TIE CENTER
93 "Pratt. Street
Ties for all occasions
Best Selections
• All ties from
$1.00 to $1.50

JUST ARRIVED
IMPORTED
LIGHT WEIGHT
SPORT JACKETS
$42.50

Slossberg's Inc.
Campus Shop

VARSITY TENNIS CAPTAIN BUZZ MAYER and coach
Roy Dath before team opened the season against the University of Rhode Island. Trinity romped over R.I. 8-1, Mayer
winning his match quite "easily. • .
:

At Foot_ef Fraternity Row
131" Broad St. Open Eves.

Hartford National Bank and Trust Co.
Eleven Convenient Branches in Greater Hartofrd
Serving Connecticut and families since 1792.
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CHAR-BROILED STEAKS

$1,75

. • • • * •'•
MUSIC BY THE
STARLITES OF SPRINGFIELD
Every Thurs., Fri. and Sat. Nite

•

• • • . • • • '

CHARLES RESTAURANT
;

MONDAY, MAY 1, 19<S1

TRIPOD

52 Paris St. Hartford

MYFiRST
GLASS OF SOHAEFERORMYLAST!

Golf Team Beats Springfield, A.I.C,
Ties Williams In Quadrangular Mafch

Ralph's Auto Service

APRIL 27—The Trinity golf the keen intrasquad competiteam unleashed some of its tion is, resulting in better
power today as it tied Williams scores all around.
and defeated both A.I.C. and
Springfield in a four way col- Trinity 3%, Williams %\ix
lege match. Trinity's Lee Moy- Erick, W., d. McRae, 6 and 4Watts, W.. a. Dunkle, T., 4 and 3-i
er was medalist with a 78, aKilborn,
W. d. Zimmerman, T., 1'
good score for the wet Wamp- up: Moyer, T., d. Reinman 2 and 1Traut, T., halved Svith Stevenson
anoag Golf Course.
W.: Byrne, T., d. Cappalli, l up:
Charlie Mackall, Lee Moyer, Mackall, T., d. Smuth, 2 up.
APRIL 28—The freshmen and Bill Byrne were the stand6, Sprinsfiela 1
track led by sprinters John outs of the day as each defeat- Xrinity
Faulkner, S., d. McRae, 1 upBurton and Bill Campbell over- ed all three of their opponents. Dunkle, T., a. Wood, 1 up; Zim® RUST INHIBITOR •RADIATOR SEALER
powered a mediocre Avon Old This match brings the team's merman, T., d. Reho 8 and 7; MoyT., d., Phelps, 5 and 3; -Traut,
Farms team today by a score record to 3-1-1, and you may er,
d. Peterson. 4 and 2; Byrne, T ,
expect to see more scores in T.,
of 82-40.
d. Gilman, 3 and 2; Mackall, T., d.
• CHECK OF HOSiS • FLUSH COQLIN© SYSTEM
Johnson, 6 and 5.
the
win
column.
Sophomores
John -Burton hosed out teamBob
Zimmerman
and
Lee
mate Campbell in the 100 yd.
Triiuiy S, AIC 2
.
dash and also scored wins in: Moyer have added a lot of Megliola, A., d. McRae, 2 and 1• W A T E R PUMP LUBRICANT
both hurdle events. Besides spark to this year's team, and Dunkle, T., d. McCormack; 1 up;
Bateman A., d, Zimmerman, T., 1
this exceptional triple victory;
up, 21 holes; Moyer, T., d. Fitzgerald, 7 and 5: Traut, T., d. Shea,;
Burton also ran the anchor leg
•• CHECK RADIATOR AND COOLING SYSTEM UNDIR
4
and 2; Byrne, T., d. Ansrlim, 5;
of the 880 relay, which was
and 3; Mackall, T., d. Ford, 4 and 1
PRESSURE
five seconds off the frosh rec3.
•
•"
[
(Continued From Page 5)
ord set a year ago.
Campbell ran three events Although he yielded five runs,
CORP APPLICATIONS
and compiled 1-1 points with he was hurt by wind-blown fly The Peace Corp headquarhis second places in the 100 balls and weak fielding.
ters in Washington has mailed I
The hurling of McNeill has Volunteer Questionnaires to!
and 440, and his easy win in
1698 BERLIN "TPKE.
JA 9-0063
proven
a
valuable
asset
to
the 220.
2,000 colleges and universities!
Coach Shults, whose pitching for campus distribution. They'
;
Brackett Kuns 52.5 Quarter staff has. been weakened by
Below Hartford Motel
RALPH DILISIO
Ron Brackett lived up to his the departure of sore-armed have reached Trinity and are
now
available
at
the
Place"5 MINUTES FROM TRINITY"
pre-seasoii expectations and Steve Bralove.
ment Office.
won the quarter mile in 52.5.
The
freshman
nine
will
try
Brackett overtook Campbell on
the far turn and glided towards to raise their record to 5-0
his first victory of the year. this week, as they have two
Bob Schlipp also had a busy games scheduled, one at Amafternoon and managed to herst on Wednesday and the
garner two third places in the other against Wesleyan on
hurdles as well as run the lead- Saturday on the home field.
St. Thomas 200 100 002 5 7. .6
off on the relay.
.
Trinity
020 030 020 7 11 4
Ziggy Pabich won the shot Trinity: McNeil and Parsons.
put easily with a toss, of 44'1",
OR. FROOD'S THOUGHT F O R T H E DAY: BEWARE OF SUBLIMINAL ADVERTISING!
but has already thrown well
UICKY STRIKE UICKY STRIKE tUCK* STRIKE UICK'PSTBIKE-I.UCK'&STBIBE UCKTSTRlKe;, tUCKf STRIKE LUCKY-STRIKE LUCKY STRIKt
over 45 feet in practice. Trinity T., 3. Hall, A. -T. 10.S.
1. Campbell, T.: 2. Monahan,
swept the discus .with Mike T.,320:
3. Hall A. T. 24.S.
Ingram just nosing out Mike 440: 1: Brackett, T.- 2. Campbell,
Boyle and Jeff Chandor for T.: 3. Hoyt. A. T. 52.8.
1. McQuade, A.; 2. Gregory,
first place. Arnie Wood had T.~:880:
3. Hiedsiec'k, A. T. 2:09.3.
Dear Dr. Frood: I've been reading a great deal about
no trouble in earning his five Mile: 1. Bowman. A., 2. Demone,
automated
teaching devices. How long will it be beT.:
3.
Riiey.
T.
4:48.6.
points as he heaved the javelin
80 - relay: 1. Trinity (Schillp.
fore they come up with machines to replace profes166*2", which is still about Monhan,
Brackett, Burton). T. 1:37.
twenty feet short of the frosh High hurdles: 1. Burton., T.: 2.
sors?
Professor
Minnick, A.: 3. Sehillp. T. .16 fist.
record.
Low hurdles: 1. Burton, T.: 2.
DEAR PROFESSOR: Just as soon as they get one that
The frosh won every event Minnick, A.; 3. Sehillp, T. T. 26.S.
can rap the knuckles of a sleeping student, give
High
jump:
1.
Jones
A.;
2.
Marexcept the half mile and mile mesh, T.: 3. tie between Galaty,
humiliating answers to foolish questions and spring
runs. Scott Bowman of Avon T, and Mitchell, T. H. 5-6.
vault: 1. tie between Daley,
surprise tests whenever it happens to be in a bad
ran a masterful mile race in T.,Pole
and luders, A.; 3. Jacobs, T.
mood.
4:48.6 and was 200 yards H. 10-6.
Broad jump: 1. Galaty, T.: 2.
ahead of th e rest of the pack.
Hoyt, A.; 3. Boyle, T. D. IS feet.
Tli e Bantams will encounter Discus: 1. Ingram.-T.: 2. Boyle,
more r i g o r o u s competition T.: 3. Chandor. T. D. 104-SiJ.
1. Pabich. T.; 2. Brooks,
when they travel to Loomis A.-Shotput:
3. Henschel, A. D. 44-1.
on Wednesday.
Ja%reUn: 1. Wood, T.: 2. Hensehel,
Dear Dr. Frood: In the four years I've been, at this
100: 1. .Burton, T.: 2. Campbell, A.: 3. Brown A. D. 156-2.
college I've done some pretty horrible things. I am
5*5guilty, for instance, of aa«a«MiaiHBMB into and
BELMQNT RECORD SHOP
around the home of Professor BWWWHM. I'm also
163 WASHINGTON ST.
HARTFORD
ashamed of WW*WIIWW*WW!WM the Board of Regents,
9.
Hi-Fidelity — Component Parts —Sales & Service
and completely wemmmmmam the campus policeman's BBSS. But the worst thing 1 did was wmmm
We Specialize in Hard to Get Records
wmmm after hiding all night in the M i i i i i i i i i w i H .
Open Evenings-till 10
Phone CH 9-0414 or CH 9-0456
Can I, in good conscience, even accept a diploma
from dear old \

SPRING FLUSH

Trackmen
Triumph

NOT $7.25

BUT 3 . 95

McNeill...

ATLANTIC SERVICE STATION

LUCKY

STRIKE

PRESENTS".

i
i

IS
Dear Dr. Frood: My problem is fat, stubby fingers.
As a result, I am exceedingly awkward with my hands.
My manual dexterity is so poor, in fact, that I can't
even get a Lucky pack open. What can I do?

fi

Fingers

lfit'sallthesametoyou,
then it's Schaefer. Because Schaefer delivers
all the pleasure of the
first beer, every beer
through. So, always make
it Schaefer, ail around!

DRAGS EVERY
SUNDAY

OPENED APRIL 30th

DEAR FINGERS: Simply strap ordinary sewing needies
along both of your index fingers. Now cup tfte Lucky
pack in your hands, grasp the little red tab in your
teeth, and yank. Next, place the pack on a flat surface
and secure it between two unabridged dictionaries.
Then, with the right-hand needle, carefully, carefully
carve a one-inch-square opening at the top right-hand
corner. Finally, place the points of the needles firmly
against the sides of a Lucky and lift. That's all there
is to it. A word of warning though: Try to be careful
when shaking hands.

DEAR m^mg^mmmgm
• You can if you send $500
in unmarked bills to Dr, Frood, Box 2990, Grand Central Station, New York 17, N.Y. If you don't, I'll print
your letter without the little black lines.

•
Kg

Dear Dr. Frood: Don't you think it's wrong for a boy
and girl to marry while they're still in school?
,-

It

Soc. Major
DEAR SOC:Yes,they should
at least wait untif recess.

THE HANDWRITING IS ON THE WALL, says Dr. Frood. Or, more exactly,-on the
Blackboard. Its appearing on college blackboards everywhere: "College students
smoke more-Luckies than any other regular." Why is this statement showing up on
college blackboards? Because ! am paying agents to put it there. For you must
remember that Luckies are the cigarette with taste-the emphatic toasted taste. Try
a pack of Luckies today.

from COLCHESTER CENTER
?HE P. t M. SCHAEFER BREWING CO., NEW YORK and ALBANY, N.Y

Rt, 16 to-BUCKLEY HILL RD.
IN EAST HADDAM

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste for a change!
£k*.r.c<i,

.

Product of tJ-ftH^nutiean<7o&iee&-€&»yHZ^~ writaceo-isourmidAUtU^

